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Girl of the Pond 
It's a girl's voice 
bringing a path across a pond 
they tell me, it is not legend 
when autumn rows a boat 
there, and waits as if the woman 
would again float a basket baby 
among sedges and lilies. 
They say even wooden ducks 
are tied here all year in a faith 
beside an islet of stumps and sand 
the girl is screaming there 
in a wild hold where no island was then. 
Two hunters heard last year. 
They saw a gray fox swim and dive 
and disappear in jewel weed, 
there was the voice half hidden in an owl 
or in the yelping running fox 
they couldn't see, circling alders. 
The pond wi 11 go be pines 
soon, and the willows strike the silt 
as if renaming the place, voices grow 
their time, and then hunters wait 
and whisper in the blinds 




The Night Walk 
Each star glitters like a lie, 
finding its way through sluice of darkness. 
Back before the sun goes down, 
All of this seems normal, and go ignored. 
Now, uns en fe ther db II chime 
As the ground swells ben th us, 
Like a loaf. 
Night air comes down on croci, 
And they blow tangerine breaths against our palms. 
Leaves dip and swirl above our crowns 
As we shake dark limbs, 
In search of full mouth rewards. 
Antlers, bushes, paws, and eyes 
Stand out in velvet night. 
The beauty is the mystery! 
The darkness shrouds its chilly prize 
As we search knee high weeds for witches. 
We walk through wild-eyes that bloom 
by Mother Moon, and bend from slightest footfall. 
Rhonda C. Poynter 
Winter in Fayette 
November, we walked through corn 
fields knotted with dry stalks and dust. 
You threw flat stones 
that sailed through the air 
paper planes carried on wings 
of sparrows in Autumn song. 
You saved my poems on brown paper 
for lyrics, pasted over blue 
walls near Clemson's moon sketch. 
A chime set of glass notes 
twisted red in the afternoon breeze 
reflecting music on my hands. 
A spattering of snow 
fell on your sagging barn, 
skeleton of cardboard walls. 
During Wiriter the air has a song 
of its own you said, and cal led 
out my name to hear it bounce 
off hills, touch the moon 
and fall back through naked trees 
with sleeves of ice. In my hand 
a sparrow's skull, paper thin. 
I held it up, looked at the moon 
through hollow sockets, 
heard you calling my name. 
Marcia G. Kester 
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M&S Superior No. 2015 
Brett Sloane at seventy qualifies as a living artefact of Old Boston and its values. Mem­
bership in the Athenaeum, stubborn reverence to Government Center by its former name, 
Scollay Square, and euphemizing of the gay crowd on Charles Street as "artists" always 
seem as quaint as the prints on his walls by Cruickshank, the lathe-turned, spindled furni­
ture, the clock faces bearing Roman numerals in Gothic, with a dot for each minute. A de­
tail of design such as those dots-a non-functional holdover from other times-is termed a 
"survival form," and Brett himself perhaps qualifie . 
"With my orientation to the past, I suppo e I eem an old fud," h ha remarked. "But 
only through attending to the mundane and familiar do other values get a purcha eon the 
world. At lea t that's what they say." 
Just where declaration of principle phased into self-mo kery wa always a moot point 
with Brett. His conscience was woven through with irony, his observations spun out so as 
to cover him from suspicion of rude opinion. Hi arched brow and cocked eye put off 
many. I happen to admire winking wit. In a world grown blatant, a bit of detachment and 
civilized game-playing are to be valued, even if the games often seem played for their own 
quaintness. 
The Spanish concept ensimismarse seems relevant. Ortega y Gasset explains it as a quiet 
withdrawal from the world to take a moral stand. The notion of the phrase inspired Brett 
and me to create the character "N. Simms Marsh" (suitably Yankee-sounding), trotted on 
stage on appropriate occasions. 
"Seen this morning's Globe? That fellow in children's clothing- 'Togs for Tots'-is 
sticking to his guns about no 'dumping' by manufacturers. Vows to continue even if 
suppliers cut off goods altogether." 
"Simms again. He does get around. Not very far, of late. But at large still." 
The clothier was not around long, predictably. The "profile in courage" he had traced in 
the media was washed away by the next news item, the next more congenial personality. 
Panache over character, color over substance, the ephemeral over the eternal verities, 
"other-directed" values over principle, cunning and urv1val tactics over the quaint are 
always the poles between which the world spins. Onty the levitation provided by wit and 
fancy enables a person to rise above the whirl for a moment. 
Though Brett's life is as carefully defenced from the contemporary as Louisburg Square, 
he does allow select traffic with daily events, mainly through membership on civic com­
mittees, which oblige a bit of the adversanan role-playing that enlists most of us so much of 
the time. And there are the magazine subscriptions and lecture series. What use, after all, is 
taking a moral stand unless the Vanity Fair one is withstanding is kept constantly in 
prospect? 
Most sure to prevent complete detachment from the world is the strange ensimismarse 
that.has claimed Brett's sister. 
A subject fit for a northern Tennessee Williams, Fiona was a "flaming youth" of The 
Twenties, when she proved a constant scandal, smoking, reading Freud( and dancing till 
dawn. Her brief "Isadora Duncan period" was a chapter in the family history whose pages 
have only recently been cut. So too her friendships with the original Communist cell, at 
Harvard. When she ventured "into trade," to sell avante-garde fashions, it was agreed that 
her high-spirited self-expression was widening its gyre too far, and the Sloanes acted. 
The flap over Fiona's flapperishness died when youth's effervescence passed and what 
remained-"weakness of character''-crystallized and lent itself to classificaiton. No more 
would the family have to strain at accounting for "poor dear Fio." 
As a little old lady, Fiona now spends much of her days propped in a window gazing out 
over shuffling robed figures among the topiary, left untended and lapsing back to a state of 
nature. 
Brett chooses to regard his sister as a Miss Haversham fo//e, left at the altar by modern 
times. His visits are accompanied by gestures toward maintaining an aura of preserved 
gentility: gifts of dried bouquets, violet dragees, wildflowers sealed in crystal. 
One paperweight Fiona hurled through the screen of the television in the common room 
during an ETV presentation hosted by Alistair Cooke. Risque French is graffitied. Sh~ 
cheats at bingo. Reports have had her "molesting" the gardener. The last seemed a bit 
much to wallow, and on receiving the monthly terse communique from the home Brett 
merely tossed that one aside with a joke. 
The Haversham scenario continues in force. Brett's latest notion: Fiona's seventieth 
birthday should be celebrated by the gift of a certain kind of doll recalled from their earliest 
years. An already fey nature was being furthered by the dawning of a second childhood. 
This notion, if proved out, might do much to offset memories of smashed TVs and scrawled 
walls. N. Simms Marsh is not above dealing in illusion. 
A trip to the Athenaeum and consultation of a reference work on old toy brought the 
information that what Brett was after was M&S Superior No. 2015, a papier mache figure 
made locally a century ago. The doll house room at the Children's Museum had one. Col­
lectors in the area possessed specimens. Where to find such a doll for sale? 
Before setting out one fall morning, Brett draped himself in his traveling scarf, a hand­
some plaid in traditional clan pattern, handsome and yet quaint, not to say anachronistic. 
Then again, this was Beacon Hill, and with the variegated bohemianism-not to say 
sometimes rampantly schizoid lifestyles-the effect probably was not all that notably out 
of time and place. 
After walking for a time without encountering students and their expected reaction-the 
mock nasal whine of bagpipes-I had forgotten my self-consciousness. Then, as we waited 
at a corner crossing, Brett himself commented, "I suppose I should put this thing in 
mothballs, or donate it to the Channel 2 auction and buy a Burberry. Appearing in this on 
the street maybe like chewing haggis in public." 
"Keep it," I assured him with a wink, "you lend color to the passing scene." 
"I can imagine," he arches a brow. "Another 'colorful character.'" 
"Oh color and character. Simms with a flair." 
Cha;les Street proved a barren field for our search. The shops specialize in furniture, 
prints, and chinoiserie. At last Brett suggested we try the "new" Quincy Market. It had 
opened two years ago. . 
I explained that perhaps the last place to go in quest of the old and quaint was the scene 
where urban redevelopment had inflicted its most Frankenstein operation on the peace-
fully dead history of the city. . . 
Although the electronic "future factories" along Route 128 are widely given pla~ as pro­
viding lifeblood for The New Greater Boston, it is Quincy Market that pulses at its heart. 
The myriad specialty shops are its very chambers. 
Decals and stickers, stained-glass earrings and shade pulls, scented soaps and bottled 
herbs, gadgets for the left-handed.... To market the 101 follies, the shopkeepers might 
have drawn lots. Novelty as such is the intent. Find yourself buying designer chocolates 
and start eyeing Tibetan wall hangings. More message T-shirts are sol~ than Bro~ks 
Brothers, just as timely pizzazz generally can be counted on to prevail over lasting 
substance. 
In every opening of a "head shop," a bazaar, a boutique can be seen one more step 
away from attending to real values. No matter what the merchandise, the point is to mud­
dle the issue: Just what is this thing worth? 
When investment is channeled into a Taned-in-a-Minit parlor or a store offering clip-on 
koala bears or X-rated decalcomania, bottom lines in red eventually can be expected. 
Where need had given place to whim, the first reprise of hard times and sobering necessity 
will say farewell to Pink Flamingos and Invidious Distinctions. And y~t g~ther dozens of 




A decade_ ago, an ?ccasional shop would exploit the notions of the young with Zig Zag 
wrappers, tie dyes, incense, candles, and other paraphernalia. Now, mass methods of 
mark~ting assemble whole kaleidoscopes of attractions encouraging indulgence of varied 
acquired tastes for the ersatz. " Lifestyles." Fun fashions. The most excess accessories. To 
some observers, the fevered fancies will seem like the lampshade hats that a life of the 
party dons one after the other. But for most, apparently, even repeated visits to not pale the 
charm of motley allures. 
Although shopping this Vanity Fair for something of value and/or the truly unique was 
clearly no more rational than patronizing a viedo parlor for atmosphere and charm, Brett 
and I made our tour, feeling like a pair of Houyhnhnms at large in a commercial Laputa. 
Then, as serendipity would have it, we wandered inside one of the arcades and disco­
ver~, " Dolls Un.limited," where French milliners' models, Godey's lady dolls, bisque 
babies, and kewp1es stood proped in a window on lucite stands. As we entered, a music­
box mechanism was triggered: " Oh, you great big b autiful ..." 
The merchandise was tagged from forty dollar to over five-hundred. Two other brows­
ers e~ed the displays surreptitiously, as if afraid to focus for long on any pricey item. The 
proprietor hovered near, alert for signs of captive interest. In his own way, he was more a 
curious study that the goods. 
F_erret-like fea~ures put one in mind of a thimble-rigger on a slow corner. Or if that ap­
praisal was unfair, at any rate he seemed a man who has been many t~ings in his life, a doll 
salesman only recently. His shoes were of Corfam, his shirt monogrammed, his watch a 
chronometric contrivance that looked tooled to announce high and low tides plus current 
bank balance. 
Behind him, on the counter by the register, rested a lucite tray bearing cartes de business 
of blue-grey vinyl stamped with metallic foil. Nearby a digital thermometer of anodized 
aluminum glowed with a display in liquid crystal. Although the theme of the shop was the 
dear, dead .past-yello~ing lace and crackling leather-the soul of the enterprise clearly 
was of credit card plastic and solid-state calculation. 
The other browsers departed, to the strains of"... me put my arms around you; gee, I'm 
so glad I found you ... "and the dollman swiveled toward us. 
" The doll I'm looking for," Brett met the man's expectant gaze, " was made around the 
turn of the century. It's of papier mache, with tight curls, perhaps painted on...." 
" ~&S _Superior," the proprietor slapped the label on Brett's description. Hands clasped 
behind his back, eyes canted over our heads, he could have been barking out a name in a 
line-up. 
"Do you have one?" 
Nodding like a Chinese bobber, the man moved off toward a nook occupied by an eta­
gere. There, propped on a stand, stood an M&S. 
Brett ran his fingers over it. " Yes, very I ike the one she had." 
" All the same." Private associations were cut short. "Number 2015." The matter was 
reduced to code and list. " Won't find a better specimen," he challenged, as if in Brett's 
deliberative appraisal a lack of covetous interest were detected. 
" No doubt," Brett granted. " I'd like to take this 'specimen,' assuming ...." He turned 
over the price tag. ''A bit much, isn't it? For a doll?" 
Revolving on his heel, the man reached behind the counter and produc;:ed a book. As he 
paged, I checked the tag myself: $180. A century ago that might have bought a gross of 
M&S's. It was hard to see how a common object of little girls' fancy had been transformed 
into a costly collector's item, even if displayed on a lucite stand on an etagere in Quincy 
Market. 
" There's the listing." The dollman gestured. "Same stuffing it was made with." He gave 
the doll a squeeze. "Original paint job." A fingernail flicked the face. "Look at that stock­
ing material-not a rip. " 
I expected him to volunteer that the doll had been owned by a little old lady who cud­
dled it only on weekends. 
He threw back the dress. "There it is." 
Somehow the lack of any double-entendre seemed the most chilling evidence yet of the 
witless enterprise holding M&S for ransom. 
" There's a woman from Gloucester interested. Coming in next week." He rocked confi-
dently on the balls of his feet. 
Brett made polite noises as to authenticity and condition; but he would never hand over 
$180. His remarks on crazes for various "hot investments"-whether condominiums, 
Oriental rugs, art nouveau, Fiesta ware, or comic books-left no dobut what his view 
would be on this item, similarly puffed beyond all true value. 
The dollman seemed to sense that a brisk spiel would not avail and backed off, to launch 
a more elaborate effort. "You're not just buying the doll, you know." 
Brett arched his brows. 
"You're getting all that History." The present progressive, optimistic mode, prepared for 
his relating a bit of perfection from the past, conditional on our making purchase. 
Brett made a small bow of acknowledgment. "What I had in mind was not an invest­
ment, though, you see. Only an item to stir a few memories for a dear friend. A reminder of 
the old days. A bit of nostalgia and charm." . . 
The eyes of the dollman glazed over. Crossing his arms, he seemed to hug himself in re-
strained vexation. Fugitive visions of tastes refined to a nicety were not his metier. " 180 is 
what the lady from Gloucester agreed to." 
Brett moved toward the door. "Then the lady from Gloucester shall have it." pausing, he 
felt compelled to add, "It's not the price, it's the notion of paying a collector's sum for 
what, to me ..." 
"Yeah, Right." Slapping the book onto the counter, the dollman sighed and lapsed back 
to rocking on his feet, his gaze again drifting over our heads. 
"Could I see that guide?" 
The doll man eyed my outstretched hand, then complied. 
I turned to the listing and nodded. Then reaching for the doll I read off an additional 
sticker-"APM"-and smiled. "Code for the knock-down price? Sotheby's uses 'GOLD 
BUYS IT,'" 
His eyes narrowed to slits. "One-eight-oh." 
I made a gesture than encompassed the premises. "This location must go for into the 
four figures. No 'borax' goods would pay the overhead. But I guess when someone is a doll 
fancier, working off the ..." 
"I'm not in this because/ collect dolls." A look of incredulity mixed with affront. 
I nodded. A man with vinyl business cards could be presumed to gather unto himself 
nothing more quaint than, say, game cassettes for a home video center. "May I ask what 
you were 'in' before this?" 
"Novelty items. I spot trends-what goes. New England ..." He shrugged. . 
... dolls and other quaintness; California, hot tubs; Texas, boots, New York, mind 
cures. I supplied the rest of his working classificaiton. 
"I see you stock a few miscellaneous items: bonnet, a fichu, an Inverness cape ..." 
"Branching out or changing lines entirely is always an option. Whatever." 
"Hot market, the glad rags of yesteryear?" 
Brett tugged at my sleeve. "I think we've about done The Market, don't you? tr; 
someplace else, another day." Adjusting his scarf, he headed toward the door. Don t 
forget our engagement with Mr. Marsh." . 
!'II 
But we must not depart the shop without M&S 2015 and a sense of N. Simms Marsh 
militant. Less the doll than a principle called for rescue. 
Inspiration struck. Gesturing for Brett to wait, I confronted the neophiliac trend-spotter. 'I 
noticed you eyeing this scarf my friend is wearing." The dollman blinked. 
Picking up on my intent, Brett was murmuring "Oh my ..." . 
"Ever see anything like it? Let him feel the material, Brett. That's wool, my friend, woven 
in the hills of Scotland eighty years ago." I had no notions as to when or where the scarf 
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was fabricated-in dell, coomb, or inglenook. "A traveling scarf. All the gentlemen used to 
have one. Traditional design. Think of the History." 
Even as his expression remained dubous, attention riveted. I gestured to the doll, the 
scarf, the dol I ... 
"You can get another of these 2015 numbers someday." I caressed the plaid as if unable 
to believe my own senses that such a "class" item lay before us. As the dollman's hand 
stole over to join mine in fingering the goods, Brett averted his gaze and I had difficulty 
keeping to my deadpan delivery. 
With a bit more ad hoc huckstering, it was done. Brett had the doll, I my revenge, and 
the dollman prospects of a whole new line of goods to promote, fresh stories to work up. 
A week later I went by and there was the scarf, draped over a whole line of lucite holders 
and putting me in mind of vertebrae from some deceased monster of plastic washed up on 
the farther shoals of commerce. 
A cynic might remark a similarity between, on the one hand, selling dolls and fashions to 
the pixilated for top dollar by conjuring illusions of "class goods" and, on the other, bar­
tering for a symbol of bygone gentility to present another faded doll for a sense of having 
made peace with the past. Yet I maintain that an essential difference distinguishes the two 
transactions and the two fancies, as with Brett and the dollman. Perhaps only Mr. Marsh 
could sort it out. But however the incident is read, for me it takes the measure of the dis­





Grigor: Monologue for Two Voices 
Grigor 
Damned Volga, eping into my boot again. 
And what do you e pe t, kulking by rrv r 
flats with hol in your oles. Ah hit, 
if she didn't flow, couldn't carry it off 
so swiftly, cleanly, then perhap I could 
keep away. And if teaching brats paid 
any better in this God-forsaken State 
I could almost certainly afford new s~les. 
Not that that would be enough for Inga. 
Sure, when I had the first pieces published 
in Samizdat she was impressed and I thought 
that might do it. But no, her US Embassy 
official with the tight ass and narrow 
pants meant too much then, just as her 
Ministry of Cultural Affairs attache 
with his soft Western shirts does now. 
It's only a phase, she says it herself; 
we go back too far, childhood in the Urals 
polytechnic together, loss of two children~ .. 
too much for escapi romances to sever. 
Sure. There is no God, I know. 
I persist in my dogged faithfulness 
perhaps through a lack of imagination. 
But the Volga courses through 
these rough-hewn banks so elegantly, 
perhaps she would carry me away. 
Inga 
Sunday night at home, must be the 
worst hour of the week. Embassy party 
last night, George' s feet under the table, 
then dancing with Grigor. Ugh! Damned 
Grigor, he' s up in his room, as usual, 
playing with himself, no doubt. If only 
he could be some fun again , like before. 
He sees what George is like, you'd think 
he'd getthe message, and lighten up a bit. 
Old sad face, door closed, only a thin 
band of light at the bottom. I thought 
getting that stuff published-in the 
.Underground too!-would pull him out of it, 
pull him into life. Seems it's only sunk · 
him dee~r, now be calls his boring s_elf 
absorption, ,.'art." Art! Chickenshit, 
that's what it is. Mud on his boots, 
near-sighted intensity: if only he 
could see me once in a while, or see 
himself as I used to see him, prettiest 
boy at State Fair when all the Urals 
was there. Days are gone. This day's 
gone. Until Wednesday, George, my darling. 




It comes like the dew overnight. 
Next morning it's there and 
everything you touch is covered. 
Phases of the moon move blood. 
Ocean tides creep 
into hidden estuaries 
and familiar marshlands. 
Gently, mysteriously 
its seepage_enters me. 
I wake to fear 
some sudden, unbidden 
descent. 
Geoffrey R. Lilburne 
october river 
white capped in the cold 
the hudson 
rushes its ancient path 
against wind and time 
in the upper v lley 
of new york 
where we are witness 
from the speeding train 
of sunrise travelers 
but at.the closing 
and opening again of eyes 
we stop · 
with the sun just · 
at mid mornings in the sky 
and wait our turn 
to step down 
away from the rails 
to a still sleeping town 
and as the station empties 
separating itself 
from the bother 
and intrusion of trains 
we face the river 






They fed their daughters stones 
and laid on the grass waiting 
for those who would marry to arrive. 
Painted, perfumed eyes grew dark. 
They opened their father' s tent 
and laid with him till he grew tired. 
He left a slab of marble. 
In it was the reflection 
of a donkey and a goose 
both drinking from a grey pond. 
By the Sea 
Wind and years have moved the clouds. 
Tanks rest on the hillside with insides gutted, 
outsides coated with brine. The faces are unchanged 
from generation to generation. 
The sand remembers. It talks to the waves; 
Blood washed away, a parable of seeds. 
They were among the few that understood. 
Twelve gathered near, kneeling inside the boat. 
Others lined the hillside, some sat in the sand. 
All intently listening to each word. · 
SW Bliss 
They Sha I I Not Rest 
I found a flower blooming 
amid monotony, 
its petals flamed defiance 
of what was flat and gray, 
until I found it browned and spent, 
'What's that but me?' thought frowned. 
Its spirit to my spirit made 
me look out for a tre . 
I found the tree one evening 
in a quiet glade, 
its branches made a sacred space, 
the air was forest breath. 
'Deep-rooted peace,' thought took to heart 
the shrine for everything, 
till sacriligious mens' machines 
made new oblivion. 
The spirit from its broken roots 
in pain cried that I shou Id . 
take higher ground, forsake the wood, 
and look out for a sun. 
I found the sun one afternoon 
with summer in the wane, 
it poured itself until the earth 
was colored, living flame, 
it laid on me in warm embrace, 
'Sweetness of life' thought said, 
until it sank beneath a hill 
in shades of dying red, I felt 
dead winter's chill. 
Must I sit in dark and coldness and resent, 
remembering joy and beauty as what re nt 
my spirit into pain? 
I searched the saddened sky 
for a final word or clue 
as to why all promise fled from me so soon. 
Its spirit set my spirit looking on 
the cold and beautiful and distant moon 
Michael John Holloran 
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Eileen Sull ivan 
Haste To The Wedding 
The display of the digital clock tinted everything pale phosphorescent green. Beneath 
the window crickets chirped peacefully in the yard, their legs rasping against each other 
like small files. Then, in the distance, Harry heard the sound again. It was the rumble of 
summer thunder, deep and growling, an impending storm out over Lake St. Clair, rolling 
towards them. 
"Pity the poor sailors," his aunt Grace used to say on summer nights like this. She knew 
what storms could do. She had lost her husband when the Ryan Curry went down in Lake 
Superior. "Pity the sailors' wives," his own mother used to add, and everyone would 
silently pity Aunt Grace. 
In the yard, the leaves rustled softly in the rising wind like the starched habits of nuns. 
Already Harry could feel a dip in the temperature, and he felt an uneasy bristling on his 
arms with the electricity blown before the storm. It was as if a clammy hand had been 
placed on his hand, or as if his skin had turned to frog skin. 
Beside him, Pauline slept on with her back turned to him, the thin sheet pulled up to her 
shoulders as though she had sensed the cool coming while still asleep. The white sheet ran 
down the length of her body, over the humped curve of her hips down to a point at her 
feet. Harry cleared his head and stared at the silhouette in the dark. Pauline, too, was 
bathed in pale green light from the lighted face of the clock. He seemed to be looking at 
her from a great distance, as if he were on a plain and the profile of her body was a far-off 
mountain range, like the mountains of England's Lake District, rounded, treeless, green, 
without end. 
He tried to gauge the approaching storm. There had always been storms, and he could 
measure them by the changed smell of the air, by how the electricity charged the atmos­
phere. He felt the need for a deep, cleansing rain. He wanted a rain like the ones he re­
membered from his childhood in Ohio, one of those thick green storms that swept in like 
tides across the endless sea of waving corn in the summer to put an end to hot spells, a 
moss-covered rain, aged in old buckets, dumping from the sky cold and pure like water 
from a deep well. 
In the distance, the thunder rumbled again. Closer now, it sounded like boxcars trun­
dling through the bottomless night. Through the twisted branches of the tree in the yard, he 
saw the far horizon lit up in a blue line. It was beyond the Detroit River yet, still out over 
the lake, but coming fast. The thunder was like the sound of far-off artillery. 
Beside him, Pauline continued to sleep, breathing regularly, deeply, her long body be­
neath the sheets, wrapped like a cocoon. She murmured slightly. It was a pathetic sound, 
as if she were dreaming of spiders. She rolled into a fetal position, and he reached over and 
touched her on the shoulder, trying to reassure her. Pauline's thin hand slipped up to his, 
though she still slept, and gripped it. It was warm, almost hot, and he held it dumbly, afraid 
to let go and wake her. She smacked her lips sleepily. 
Soon a cold damp wind began to wash over his shoulders from the open window, like 
someone breathing coldly on his neck through white lips. Pauline stirred, feeling the 
breeze. She let go of Harry's hand and turned on her back. Her face was a pale oval framed 
by thick black hair. 
The first raindrops were falling outside, large and beadlike, and the smell of dust rose 
into the air. Big drops, like pearls, exploded on the windowsill and their spray stuck to the 
screen in tiny droplets, like dew on a perfectly geometric web. 
Harry went to the window. He tried to pull it closed, but the humidity had swelled it 
open. Pauline sleepily rubbed her hand over the sheet where he should have been. Finding 
him missing, she opened her eyes, two tiny slits glinting in the green I ight of the clock. 
"What's going on?" she asked groggily. 
"I'm searching for inspiration," he said. 
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As he tugged at the window · 
refused to give. Spray from th~s:~:t ~a~e out o~ his forehead. He pulled. The window 
looked up at the clouds. The were ~1ttrng the sill _wet hi~ pajamas at the waist. Harry 
grown in the earth and h d by I ark shapes, lrke solid black things that had been 
resembled. He tugged at tha ~edn re eas~d to the sky. Floating potatoes. That's what they 
,, , e wrn ow agarn . 
. Don t hurt yourself, Harry," Pauline s id . 
wrndow. She grabbed one side of the a , getting up from the bed and coming to the 
her teeth gritted between her th. I' sas~ ~nd they pulled together, both grunting. She had 
pulled. He stopped to look at he'; ~~shan d ~r mouth pres~ed shut in a tight grimace as she 
"Pull Harry" she 'd "H I , rs an s rmp on the wrndowframe. 
' ' sa, ' e P me." 
He hauled down on his side of the window and s dd . 
making the counterweights hidden in the sa h b u . enly rt gave, slamming shut and 
another, but Pauline, the dancer o s . ounce ~1th a clang. They bumped into one 
one of her long-fingered hand a~~ t ~:r ~o~t1~ back frrst. She_ straightened her hair with 
white nightgown she was we . ~a e ac to the bed on tip-toe, delicately. The long 
sickle-like curve of white br~~:~ tu~~ t\~ert~d. framed her thin, dancer's body in a 
shoulders. y e ac arr that fell down to just below her 
" That was nice," Vogel said. 
"What?" 
" Th~t's the first thing we've done together in a while" 
Pauline looked hurt for a moment then d . 
S_he looked tired, fatigued, as if the bed w:~rne and. crawled back to her side of the bed. 
s1~ns. She fell in a lump on her side and ;1:::~ert she had to get across with no provi­
vo1ce was slightly cracked as 'f h h d pbe e sheet up to her shoulders again. Her 
. , ' s e a en stung "W 'd b 
gorng to this wedding tomorrow. " · e etter get to sleep if we're 
"I'm " · s?rry, Harry sard, standing by the window yet
She sard nothing. · 
"I' II check the rest of the house " 
" Mmmmmmph," said Pauline.· 
Summer thunder filled the air It sound d 
the clouds in half. . e as though a great pair of hands were ripping 
In _the morning, on their way to his niece's weddin . 
the rrver where he and Paul,·ne h d k. d g, they would drrve past the spot on
a 1sse on a hot summ · h b 
after they had met It had ra1·ned th t . h er nrg t, years efore. It was just 
· a nrg t too They w t lk'path. The river was slow and green and , . ere ou wa ing along a riverside 
The storm burst suddenly, as if the clou;a;;::; it flowed through ~he ~ark they'd gone to. 
ran, soaking wet to a wooden sh It t~em had been slrt wrth a knife, and they 
teeth chattered between them He her _along the rrv~r. Pauline's lips turned blue and her 
· er arr was streaming w'th · h 
come out of the river, a naiad tremblin J in h . . ' rain, as t ough she had just with cold, too, and his skin w~s cove .:he unfamrlrar elements. Harry's lips were blue 
a kiss, and he found her lips hard :nd ;~Id goose bumps. Then, she held her face up for 
around in one another's arms and th I h. She an~ Harry ~ere so wet that they slid 
laughing as their lips stayed t~gethe e6 atgl ed and krssed ~garn, shivering, then stopped 
rainfall was beating on the wooden r:of ~~v:te~, ren:iemberrng, was Harry aware that the 
Harry got the downstairs windows h t t . em lrke drummers and heartbeats. 
Pauline, musty, like her odor when sh; r~tu~~ ~~ own. Th~ closed-up ~ouse smelled like 
dows as he walked back upstairs. e rom dancing. Hard rain beat on the win-
Pauline was covered by the waterlike fold f h h' 
it was that first attracted him to her m d h. s ok ~et .in sheet. He tried to remember what 
He first saw her dancing H ' a . e ~s as er, finally, to marry him. 
. e was revrewrng for a sm II h .
legs were marvels to him he be d a paper at t e time. Her thighs and 
, remem re now Her t' ht
legs, and they outlined the f' d . rg s were stretched snugly over her 
rrm ancer's muscles cl I • h ..
cyclorama. It looked as tho h p I' ~ar Y against t e brrll1ant blue of the 
ug au rne were dancing against the sky, a human bird, 
moving swiftly, surely through that foreign medium. Her calves had fist-like knots of 
muscle below the knee. He wrote a rave review and cal led her for a date. They went to the 
river, it rainecf. 
Outside, the storm finally arrived. The night and Harry's reminiscences were punctuated 
with the explosive cracks of lightning and the sharp roar of near and far thunder. He in­
haled as he lay there couched behind Pauline and smelled her familiar odor, the aroma of 
her body, her hair, slightly herbal from her shampoo. He could tell she wasn't sleeping yet. 
She flinched with each flash of lightning, and he could feel the gooseflesh rising on her 
upper arms as she pulled closer to him. 
What else was it, he wondered, that attracted him to her at first? 
Her eyes? Yes, of course, They were big, dark, Mediterranean. Wet. Honest. 
Ah, there, he thought as a bolt of lightning lit the sky with a flicker and Pauline jerked 
automatically under his arm. Honest. The thunder rumbled. Pauline had been honest 
when they first met. Wei I, what of it? For that matter, so had he. They agreed before they 
got married that they would tell one another of all their loves. That was it, their honesty, 
lost attribute number one. On the other hand, youth can afford honesty. There's time to 
rebuild. 
He gave Pauline a slight tug towards him with the arm he had thrown over her. She re­
sisted. He tugged again with gently increasing pressure until at last she rolled over on her 
back. She was crying. Her cheeks glistened in streaks when the blue lightning fitfully 
illuminated the room. 
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"What's the matter?" he asked. 
"The storm," she said. "You know how thunder scares me." 
"It's not the thunder you have to be afraid of," he said. "It can't hurt you; lightning can." 
Now that she was on her back, the tears pooled up in the crevices at the bridge of her 
nose. She squeezed her eyes shut and the tears were forced out and over until they ran 
from the sides of her eyes and wet the hair at her temples. 
"I still love you," Harry said. 
"Oh, don't, Harry," she whispered with her eyes squeezed shut. "Please. It's too con-
fusing now." 
He didn't say anything more, and they lay there silently on their backs, side by side, like 
statues on a catafalque staring at the ceiling as the rain continued to beat against the win­
dow regularly, like drumming fingers. 
"Do we have to go to this wedding tomorrow, Harry?" she asked. "Weddings always 
end badly.' 
"Not always," he said. He turned on his side and held her. 
"They do," she said. "Either death or divorce or lives of quiet desparation. What hap-
pened, Harry?" 
The lightning came again and she flinched, burying her head in his arms. Her tears felt 
first hot and then cold as they fell on his pajamas. 
"It's O.K.," Harry said, "Its just a storm." 
His mind wandered backwards. The storm outside seemed to recede. It was as though 
he were looking backwards at dawn over a fog-filled valley or hollow, from peak to peak 
over a long, stretched-out mountain range. A familiar promentory showed itself in the dis­
tance, defiantly green above the shroud of fog settled at its feet. It was fifteen years before, 
while he was working for the foreign desk, a plum job he had gotten to fill when the man 
assigned to go had a heart attack and had to remain behind. It was in Collioure, a small 
Catalan fishing village in France, ten miles from the Spanish border. 
He lay with Pauline in their bed after making love. It was one of an endless series of 
perfectly warm, dry mornings along the coast. The room was three floors above the street, 
with a view of the Mediterranean out over the white curving sand arms of the natural har­
bor. From where they lay, however, they could only see the tips of the masts of the fishing 
boats bobbing back and forth slightly. Beyond them, on the rough Rousillon hillside, white 
houses with orange roofs lay scattered like tiles. The sun was pouring into the room and 
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everything was bleached white by it, as white as bones, while the two of them just lay 
there, exhausted, entwined, their tanned bodies slightly damp against the cool sheets. They 
lay there as if they were both fresh and new, just washed in on the tide. Pauline's long 
black hair (it was even longer then) lay spread beneath her head. It tumbled over on to his 
pillow like a sea growth of some kind, and he smelled it. It smelled like the ocean, like the 
white beaches of sand and salt and wind, of brine and the lives of shellfish deep in the 
mysterious blue of the sea. 
On the cobble tones below, at a small fish stand on the quay, two old Catalan women 
were haggling in the local dialect over the price of fresh mu sel as they had all during the 
time that Harry and Pauline had made love. They had heard the voice before they made 
love and they heard them again after, but in betw n there had b en only sil nee, like the 
roaring ea. 
Th y list n d together for a mom nt, then Paulin 
Harry' ear. H r lips w re clo , bru hing hi kin, a h . id, "Li t ning to th mi like 
hearing bird sing, don't you think, Harry? When v r I h ar th m, I'll think of bird and un 
like thi ." Then they ki ed again and the voice reced d l1k a tide. 
The storm outside had reached its peak and passed on. The long, loud thunder had been 
replaced by lingering chain lightning, then that passed too and there remained only the soft 
sibilant sound of rain. It was like a mother comforting a child. Shhhh, it said. It would be 
long gone by the time of the wedding in the morning. The newlyweds would begin in a 
world washed clean, Harry reflected; everybody had a right to that at least, to a fresh 
beginning. The room was still lit in pale green from the clock face, and the sounds 
of freighters came to them from the river, struggling down the sea lanes with their full 




dream of vapor blend 
and marrow boi I 
quick, shake the haff, 
the musk or heaving igh, 
a weaving bur t 
where whys r bound 
when fragment slag 
the muffle. 
Bob Nystedt 
The Outrageous Decay of Fester Johnson 
for Jonathan 
Fester Johnson used to say it's nothing to be hornswoggled. 
when your hands are tied. But he decayed easily by t~o-thLrds 
of the death vote, after his feet were trie~. Everyone s~1II 
remembers him, how each day at noon he'd throw his _lunch banana 
off the Carew Tower. He never wore shoes, claimed this as 
the only practical application of the sole. So one day they 
shoved him headfirst from his roost at quarter past twelve, 
a penalty for heresy. No one saw him hit the grou~d, thou~h 
some say it was a case of evaporation. City ~ou~cil remedied 
this embarassment by erecting a monument in his honor. From 
his cellar a six-foot cross of soda cans they placed in the 
city park. Now each Saturday children climb its stalwart arms, 
jump rope to a morbid, twelve-verse rhyme. They say an old man 





Woman on a Patio 
Her veranda ensnares 
the patio. In an earlier shade 
she struts 
first one way, then 
the other; not going 
anywhere, really-waiting. 
Now she casts worries 
at a fountain 
dried by sun; at chile strings 
of blackened blood. She moves 
on web's periphery 
in faded splendor; the frantic 
hunger of her eyes 
mirrors the sagging 
broken strands. 
The camouflage of an era 
torn, she clutches from 
a tugging wind, a greedy earth, 
her youth's unraveling shawl. 
E.W. Northnagel 
Pheasants in Snow 
(for ABP) 
My aunt interprets 
rural Penn's woods 
and Jersey shores 
in all their seasonal 
choreography 
with a busy brush. 
At 86 she applies the same 
poetic color strokes 
as sixty years ago. 
Perhaps not the Rubens, 
Goyas, da Vincis that are 
world's timeless treasures, 
yet treasured heirlooms of 
a clan smugly shared on wal Is 
or, a few, apologetically 
stored in closets. 
Among we who care 
there are swans on a pond, 
a foggy boat yard, 
flowers in a marsh, 
sunsets and familiar faces. 
We need van Gogh, Picasso 
in great galleries 
but on my tropic wall, 
like soothing nurse hands, 
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today is not my birthday. 
it is not even payday. 
i am till 21. 
i am glad i am still 21. 
when i am 22, i will have to 
hover under the yellow triped comforter 
lean naked on the flat, overgrown pillows 
drink warm Tabs and Jack Daniels whiskey 
if i hold my nose. 
i will be an MIA 
lost at 3 am, Germany time 
somewhere in lavender middleness. 
my pink blood will congeal 
like the mess in the bottom of the jello bowl. 
21 and i still can't make jello. 
my mind will hide me. 
my mother will call me. 
anthony will have to dose the flowers 
with bufferin. 
i wi II turn the heat to 75. 
i wi II count my breaths, my wrinkled toes, my 
brain cells. 
i will subtract one set of hours. 
the transition wi 11 be done. 
Michelle L. Whitley 
GALLERY Joel Lipman 
Joel Lipman is co-director of the 
Toledo Poets Center and teches at 
the University of Toledo. His 
work has appeared in numerous 
publications and exhibitions of 
" concrete" (or visual) poetry. 

I Won't Be Here For Long 
Tuesday, 9:02 pm. I sit in bed, admiring my heads. Mr. Klein says my job at the paper is 
one of the few jobs where it's good for success to go to your head. And I write the best 
headlines of anybody at the Mt. Pleasant Evening Sun. 
I smile when I realize Tim is in the other bed looking at his heads. He has six of them, 
and they stand in a row on his dresser. 
" Trying to decide which head to wear tomorrow?" I ask. 
" Yeah. But I think maybe I' ll go without one. One of these days I should, just for variety's 
sake. " 
Tim i n' t like other people. Most people wear diff rent clothe to work every day; Tim 
lik to wear a different head every day. On Monday he might wear his afro wig and 
granny glasses. On Tuesday he might wear contac s and his long blonde wig. He says he 
doesn' t know why he does it. / think it's because he's bored by his job-he screws arm 
rests onto new cars at the Fisher Body plant in Lansing. That's all he does, eight hours a 
day, six days a week. And he has to drive 72 miles (one way) to get to work. He says it's all 
divided highway, an hour each way. But still ... his own body is more important than 
Fisher Body. 
I fold my newspaper and put it on the nightstand. 
Tim, in the other twin bed: " Damn!" 
He shakes his alarm clock as if he' s trying to get even with it for all the times it's gotten 
him up at 5 am. 
" Hey, Big Ben," he says. " Something's wrong with my damn alarm clock." 
" I know, " I say. I have to get up an hour before Tim. This morning I noticed his clock 
was half an hour fast, so I set it back. 
Tim, without listening: " Damn thing lost half an hour. I got to work half an hour late." 
Lost half an hour? 
Gained half an hour! 
Who? What? When? Where? Why? 
I've been working too hard at the paper. I'm too tired to figure it out now. 
Monday, 5:04 am. No one else at the office this early. The teletype machine has already 
started tapdancing its way into the broken hearts of America, its act to be applauded later 
tonight by the deafening roar of a million (maybe more) Alka-Seltzers. Working in the news 
department is bad news. Thank goodness I'm strictly fun and games. 
I take off my jacket and go up front to greet Mr. Hills and his brother. 
Monday is always busy for us because, as Mr. Klein says, on the seventh day we rest. 
That means I have two days worth of sports news to cover on Mondays-editing, proofing, 
heads, makeup. Local stories to write, too. All this before an 11 :05 am deadline and a 
12:35 pm press run. All this just to make the sports pages of the Mt. Pleasant Evening Sun 
the finest in Michigan. And only 5,879 subscribers-what a waste. 
But then I won't be here for long. I spend all my spare time studying: Sports Illustrated, 
Sport and every other sports magazine on the newsstand. And I study the sports sections of 
the Detroit papers every day. I won't be at the Evening Sun for long, believe me. 
Oh! I can't forget my feature on the Isabella County horse boom. It's got to be finished in 
time for this afternoon ' s special tabloid section. 
I might forget to take my lunch break again. Hungry but happy. Much better than being a 
watch watcher. 
I walk back to the newsroom, stirring my coffee with a little wooden stick. When I look 
up, Mr. Klein is smiling, putting on his suit coat. 
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"Benjamin, you've outdone yourself," he says. He shuffles through some pages of typed 
copy. "These stories are great. And the horse feature, too." 
I don't understand what he means. Then I realize he's putting me on-Mr. Klein is a 
great kidder. 
He hurries by, patting my shoulder. "See you in the morning." 
I smile and wave good-bye, but when I glance at the clock on the wall, I see Mr. Klein 
isn't kidding. The clock says: 1 :33. 
I don't know if I'm in the Twilight Zone, or what. 
Wednesday, 6:45 pm. Life is beautiful. As I drive home from work, the street where I live 
is rows of orange and yellow maples, fragrant fog from burning leaves and freshly­
scrubbed fraternities in huge Victorian houses-Norman Rockwell University. 
Things are going unbelievably well at the Evening Sun. I can do no wrong. 
I keep remembering the day I was hired for my job: I walked into the newsroom, and Mr. 
Klein sat me down in front of a typewriter and put me to work, as if he had been holding 
the job open, waiting for me to come in and apply. 
Tuesday, 5:06 am. I'm almost ready to leave for work (if you can ca// it work). I whistle 
the Central Michigan University fight song as I knot my tie in the bureau mirror. 
In the dim light, I notice Tim's wall calendar. It's one of those that has a separate little 
sheet for each day of the year. I see a big, black number six under a little, black October. I 
check the date on my Timex: October 5th. Staring up from the shadows at the bottom of 
the wastebasket is a page from the calendar. It has a big, black number five on it. I pick it 
up and fasten it back onto the calendar. Obviously, Tim has gotten confused about the 
date. 
Whistling again, softly now, I finish tying my tie in the mirror. Then I hear the shower 
stop running in the bathroom. 
When Tim comes out of the bathroom, I see him in the mirror as he polishes his shiny 
head with a towel. He stops at the calendar and tears down my page. He pauses, then tears 
down another page. A big, black number seven stares at me from the mirror; it looks 
strange, of course, because the image in the mirror is a backward seven. I watch as Tim 
starts polishing his head with the towel again. 
I don't say anything. i check the date on my Timex again: October 5th. I hold the watch 
up to my ear to see if it is still ticking. It is. Weird-I'll have to stop at the jeweler's, if I can 
find the ti me. 
"Late for work. See you," I say, hurrying out of the room. 
The next few weeks are very busy at the Evening Sun. The football league title races race 
to a climax. I have byline coverage of the Mt. Pleasant High School Oilers on Friday night, 
and the Sacred Heart Irish on Saturday night. I also take pix. Both games .decide league 
championships, and we win both. 
I rise to the occasion. Everyone at the Evening Sun says my stories are vintage Jim Mur­
ray. And everyone is amazed that I turn out such good work without any effort. The pages 
seem to come out of my typewriter as if they were on a long, continuous roll of paper that 
moves directly from my typewriter into Mr. Klein's copy bucket. j 
Mr. Klein says he will surely lose me to Sports Illustrated before long. He knows the 
score. 
Monday night. I am in bed reading newspapers. I feel very pleased with myself. In Satur­
day's big football game, the CMU Chippewas trounced the Akron University Zips. It is ob­
vious that the Saginaw New's story of the game can't compare with mine. And the News is 
ten times our size. 
A grumbling Tim brings me a couple of Hostess Twinkies from the kitchen. Tim believes 
that the eating of Hostess Twinkies in bed, among other things, will eventually bring about 
the decline and fall of our civilization. He never eats refined sugar. And he never eats 
dessert-wasted calories. 
"You know, Tim, there's nothing to match the feeling a man gets when he's doing a job 
he really loves." 
Tim grunts and climbs into his bed. I toss my newspapers over to him. 
"Tell me if my story of Saturday's game isn't two touchdowns better than the New's ." 
Tim rustles open the pages and looks at them in silence. I watch his eyes finish one story 
and jump to the other. 
"You mean two baskets better," he says. 
I am about to answer when my eye catches some of the pix on the page he is reading. 
Then I don't say anything. The pix are all action shots of a basketball game. 
But how can that be? I covered a football game on Saturday. I ought to know because I 
was there. Wasn't I? 
Tim is staring at me, so I try to be nonchalant. "Oh, did I say touchdowns? Guess I'm just 
tired. Sometimes I don't realize how hard I'm working. It's more like fun than work." 




Dark Trees and Fire 
I thought I wa 
afe enough, grappling with 
the divided subtracted dilut d, 
but now I really think 
amnesia 
I thought I was . .. 
This part told me this part, 
murmured something like 
" one tree, pressed against 
the softening twilight, 
dangling branches black 
and threatening, 
tries to find out 
what people do 
with their faces 
when they hang themselves 
at night" ... 
Deaf, somewhat deaf, 
never quite complete, 
but deaf, and drained, 
and immutably obsolete .. • 
Forced picture 
leaves ends flapping grey, 
no allegory to be worked out, 
just stardust to be 
swept away ... 
Todd A. Fry 
Crayfish Come 
Crayfish come from under rocks, arrogant twitch at tentacles and laws 
crooked for eager snatch to skin. 
Grab them quick along this chitinous shell ... but ar h your hand 
towards the tail or its a tenacious snip you' II get. 
Remember grandma's quick thin paw when cookies she'd scrape from her 
oven-hot grills? 
For sure, and those were the same barbed hook slipped with skilled 
ease between back bone and ribs as they splayed. We were her fish 
to fool. 
She used more than a Christmas twinkle to pull you to her shore and 
that aging hook sunk deep for assurance. 




Autoportraits by Virginia Burroughs 
Virginia Lake Burroughs is a candidate for the Master of Humanities at Wright State. These 
photographs are from her series entitled " Self Image," a work involving both poetry and 
visual image through which the artist explores the self. 
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The Inner Room 
Shortly after peace was declared, the Australian Government shipped me off to England, 
to do some work decoding and then translating a huge store of wartime messages. It was a 
boring, retrospective exercise. I spent most of my time in a dusty, brown room off the 
Charing Cross Road, sticking little colored pins into maps and cross-referencing them to 
the messages, but I didn't mind. The quiet drizzle of London suited me well after the angry 
green heat of Southeast Asia, and I liked the pointlessness of the job, so different from the 
ugly, urgent problems of the preceding few years. 
At fir t I lived in digs in Putney, but the bustle of the household disturbed me, and before 
long I moved to a small flat of my own, where I could think without distraction. My land­
lord had bought up a sprawling, one-story army building in Notting Hill and turned it into 
tiny, grim apartments. He hadn't even painted over the khaki exterior, but the housing 
shortage was so acute that I thought myself lucky to have found anything. The building 
looked as though it had been put together by a crazed domino player, with wings jutting 
off in all directions, creating bare, miserable courtyards and angles which housed a few 
bedraggled bushes, rubbish bins, and an assortment of battered bicycles. 
I lived quietly, and saw nobody outside of the office. I traveled to work on the Under­
ground each morning, and came home again each evening to my reading and thinking. At 
first I retired early, but was always wrenched from sleep at one or two by dreams of 
swarming ants which surged out from beneath the wainscotting, covering my legs and feet, 
and my genitals, and then seething their inexorable way towards my mouth and eyes, so 
that I woke sweating and tearing at my skin, and sat smoking and reading on my old couch 
until morning. 
Later I took to sitting up in the evenings. I always tried to read, and even to write a little, 
but the pages, whether blank or print'ed, were always peopled with the faces of the men I 
had fought with. 
After a few weeks I gave up trying to read or write, and would sit, smoking one cigarette 
after another, looking out of the window at the dim shapes of houses and the smoke from 
the chimneys floating up to mingle with the fog. I was content to do nothing. 
It was about eleven one night when I first saw him. I'd changed windows, thinking 
perhaps if I looked out the side window of my room I might see people coming and going, 
rather than the dirty bricks of the neighboring buildings. At first I didn't notice him, think­
ing the dark shape to be one of the scrubby trees in the courtyard, but after a while I 
realized that it was much more substantial, a solid black patch amidst the varying greys of 
the trees. My apartment was unlit except for a small lamp next to the couch, and the slats of 
the wooden blinds were tipped, so that he'd not have noticed me if he'd looked. But he 
didn't turn my way, just stood motionless, looking at something which the angle of the 
building prevented me from seeing. I watched him for two or three hours, and then I went 
to bed, and slept with unusual soundness. 
After that I watched him almost every night, whenever he was there. On my,way to work 
I discovered that he was watching the window of an apartment, although I had no idea 
who lived in it. I took to turning off my lamp so that I could get a better look at him, and I 
found that he was wearing an army greatcoat. I could almost feel the weight of it, that stiff­
ness of wool that makes bending the arms an act of conscious will, the softening over the 
months of wear into a heavy, constantly damp, rather smelly companion. I sat at the win­
dow for hours each night, but I never saw him arrive. I would just become aware that one 
of the shadows was more solid than the others, and then gradually make out his bulk and 
the Ii nes of the coat. 
. One Saturday morning I went and sat out in the pallid sunlight on an old stool, pretend­
ing to read but really watching for the tenant of the flat. I'd been there about forty minutes 
before I saw her, a pale, rounded woman of about thirty-five, with that dusty auburn hair 
th~t always makes me think of ashes of roses. She let herself into the flat, struggling a little 
with the lock and a string bag of groceries. She looked ordinary, and a bit tired, and she 
took no notice of me sitting against the faint warmth of the khaki paint. 
I continued to watch him each night, but now that I had seen the woman he was spying 
on, I beca~e increasingly disturbed. I no longer dreamed of ants, I saw him in his great­
coat, looming over her. One evening on my way home from the Underground I noticed a 
heavy board with a couple of rusty hinges attached to it lying in the street. I took it home 
with me, and put it in the corner of my room, where it startled me each time I walked in the 
door. 
A few days later the man stopped coming, and although I watched every night for the 
~ext two weeks, I didn't see him. I decided he'd had enough of it, and I looked at the board 
in the corner of my room a few times, but I didn't throw it away. I looked out into the 
co~~ard intermittently after that, but without real hope of seeing him. I began reading and 
wntmg at last, and sleeping heavy, dreamless hours each night. 
Then one night, as I smoked and read, my attention kept straying, and eventually I got up 
and went to the window. At first I thought there was nobody there, but after a few minutes 
my eyes adjusted to the darkness and I could see his dark shape amongst the bushes. I 
don't recall moving, but I found myself outside, the board in my hand, closing in on him 
across the muddy courtyard. At the last moment he must have heard me, because he 
turned just as I raised my club above his head, and moved as I brought it down. I saw the 
white blur of his face as the board glanced off his shoulder, and then he cannoned into me, 
knocking me to the ground. By the time I sat up and collected myself, he was gone. I drop­
ped the board next to the rubbish bins, and limped inside, and fell into such a sound sleep 
that I didn't wake next morning at my usual time, and got to the office very late. 
For several nights after that I watched, alternately staring out the window and pacing 
around my flat, but he never returned. One evening I saw the woman again, coming out of 
her door as I arrived home from work. I passed a few words with her, and then found my­
self telling her of the watcher. She seemed undisturbed by my story, although she thanked 
me in a tepid fashion for my actions. There was an absent quality about her, and her voice 
was low and indistinct. Her grey eyes seemed focused on some point just past my left 
shoulder, as if she had more secret and satisfying things to think about than conversations 
with strangers of the possibility of a peeping tom. 
My apartment began to oppress me. The drab walls which had seemed a haven re­
minded me of barracks, and I paced the floor, returning again and again to the window to 
stare at the bushes. I rarely slept more than an hour or two. Finally one night I decided to 
go out and walk until I dropped. I put on my raincoat and turned out my lamp, and let my­
self out of my flat. When I reached the spot where the path passed the bushes, I slowed and 
turned, then stood in his place. I looked at the window he'd watched for all the long, wet 
hours. 
I could see into the brightly-lit kitchen of the flat. Thin net curtains fuzzed the outlines 
within the room, and it was like looking at a photograph shot with a softening filter over the 
lens, the images soft but very clear. 
Through the window I could see the kitchen doorway, which I presumed led into an 
all-purpose room, as it did in my own flat. The larger room was much dimmer than the 
kitchen, and must have been lit by a light or lamp with a red shade, for it glowed pinkly, 
like a mysterious, intimate passageway. All I could see of the room was the small rectangle 
opposite the kitchen doorway. There was a small picture on the wall, and the corner of 
some dark piece of furniture. 
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The woman appeared within the pink-lit room, moving about as she took off her clothes. 
She moved back and forth across the doorway with languid, creamy movements, as if to 
some sensuous melody which I was unable to hear over the sound of my heartbeat. There 
must have been a bed or low couch opposite the doorway, because she stood with her foot 
up on something as she rolled down her stockings, her fingers lingering on the shining silk. 
The swing of her dull hair and the rosy glow of her flesh made me think of my uncle's or­
chard in Queensland, where downy, plump peaches swung in the dappled light beneath 
the shadows of thick, green leaves. She smiled faintly as she slipped the stockings over her 
feet, and then moved out of my line of vision. 
A few moments later sh reappeared in the kitchen doorway, wearing a flesh-colored 
atin robe. She moved about, now only vi ible from th wai t up through th window, 
doing omething at th ben hand upboard . 
Sh moved back to th doorway, and toad looking out in my dir ction. I knew she 
couldn't see me out there in the darkness, but for a moment I thought that she did, and I felt 
a shock in the pit of my stomach. With one hand she caressed the skin of her smooth neck, 
and she lifted her other arm and took a sip from a wineglass. Then she reached up and 
turned off the kitchen light, and disappeared from view within the pinkness of the inner 
room. 
Kerry Wilke 
Joey, Tiny Kangaroo 
I'm trapped inside a kangaroo 
She wi 11 not let me out 
"Joey," 
she insists 




I am bones and eyes 
Furious fingers 
Wasted 





Through the gloom 
My twiggy leg-bones 
Snap in two 
"My angel, 






Bingo smoking his pipe 
dressed int-shirt 
and dungarees hoses down 
his plastic garbage cans 
at the curb in front of his 
red brick bungalow. 
While Mrs. Bingo prances 
and poses in her white bikini 
their small dark son Paul 
who wears a blue baseball cap 
keeps honking his bicycle horn 
like a mad keening duck 
honk honk as five pretty girls 
shriek Paul Paul Paul Paul. 
II 
Those bright yellow leaves 
on Bingo's tree are gone 
and so is Bingo and Mrs. Bingo 
is off with her boyfriend 
and young Paul has departed: 
doors closed curtains drawn 
leaves pi led up on the lawn 
bushes untrimmed garbage cans 
still at the curb. Nothing 
no one is left but emptiness 
and a silent scream that surrounds 




I awaken to an unknown back. Who 
sleeps here beside me, sprawling in my bed? 
Time for a change from sad loves run on dope 
and darkness, fantasies dry as these crusts 
staining my sheets and stale as the perfume 
on my pillows. But still I must repeat 
the clumsy thanks and uncertain goodbyes 
in the awful lucidity of day. 
Leonardo's Mona Lisa: A Rhapsody 
from Pater's Studies in the History 
of the Renaissance 
the presence that rose beside the waters is 
desire reveries passions troubled by this 
beauty into the soul all its maladies 
lust of Rome return of the pagan world sins 
of the Borgias she is older than the rocks 
I ike the vampire secrets of the grave strange webs 
Leda mother of Mary the sound of lyres 
and flutes changing lineaments eyelids hands 
Michael L. Johnson 
wa ,, t .is · l ly 1ot 
o · )ay 
C O.l oF t.1'·>., 
i ).;:, 
l 
. h brigh": ~olors 
ad b~~~i~g sui~~ 
Well I saw ~h~s~ b0ys 
but they didn't look lik~ 
t:1e·f · ,e~e i:1 
an i-;2 tea comn12rc.1.al 
in fa';:: 
thay didn't eve, loo~ like 
they P~re on t. ·1 . 
an1 I :mndered 
~hat aight they drink 
on a fay like today? 
a:id ·v 1er,3 •1ould L1e, 





night-dark city light 
bored desperation induced movement 
idly wandered aisles 
result: 
apple, orange and pack of camels 
lay on conveyor 
check out green light numbers flash 
kid (black ten maybe, twelve} 
strolls past 
walks; cashier follows 
leaves, retrieves 
kid shrugs feigned disbelief 
stands 
spread-eagled against stacks 
of cartoned cigarettes 
thief (or adolescent thrills?} 
pay for apple et al. 
slip quarter change down 








the brown cockleburrs cluster 
down the bent corn rows 
stick up through the powdering snow 
like some conjunction 
of porcupine eggs 
just laid 
Montana wind 
it rushes up 
through the dry grass 
pushes the antelope 
over the ridge 
drops off 
the Ii mestone cliff 
rolls along the slope 
through the scrub cedar 
rattles the branches 
shakes a nesting 
turtle dove 
into flight 
riffles out across the Rosebud River 
catches in the thorns 
of the plum thicket 
rimming the bank 
and lays down 
dying 
moaning it's wau ya pi song 
Sheryl L. Nelms 
Rudy 
Folks down at Harry's Place never minded havin a kid around-won't much ever said to 
hurt a kid's ears or steer 'em in a bad way. So I hung around there a lot. There was this one 
fella there, Rudy Johnson, who told a tale better than anybody I ever knew. I think he used 
to be a lumberjack in the north woods somewhere before he settled down our way, but 
maybe that was just one of them stories he told. Didn't matter that he was from the North. 
Pretty soon he was talkin and actin just like one of us. 
I remember he had these little blue eyes that kinda caught your attention-always glit­
terin, especially when he came to excitin parts in a story. He was tall and husky, too, but 
the only thing a fella really noticed about him was all that red hair on· his head-shined 
when it caught the light a certain way. And the stories he told! Whew! They always kept 
the gang at Harry's on the edge of their chairs. 
He'd come into Harry's any night of the week and have a story ready to get everybody 
jumpin. Reckon didn't nobody have enough money to take in the picture shows, it bein 
hard enough just keepin food on the table. Won't nobody at Harry's puttin food on Rudy's 
table, but some sure acted like it the way they bugged him to-~11 stories. When Rudy'd slip 
up and tell a tale we already heard, everybody'd yell, "Let's hear a new one, Rudy." 
Everybody knew a good, new story was heaps better than a good, old one; everybody ex­
cept that WPA fella who came around that time. 
This WPA fella, name of Marcum Davis, came into Harry's one day lookin for the man 
he called "the greatest story teller in the whole Nasgut Valley." Everybody knew he had to 
be talkin about Rudy, but Rudy didn't pay no mind-just kept cha I kin up his pool stick. 
This WPA fella walked over and stuck out his hand to the only guy in the place that fit 
the description. Besides which, all the gang was lookin right at Rudy. Wouldn't have taken 
a genius to figure they were all lookin at "the greatest." 
Rudy never did like to set his pool stick down, especially when he was on a streak. He'd 
already beaten old Charlie and sent Mr. Clifford and his dog to a corner to think about the 
mistakes they must've made. But Rudy was never a sore winner and when that WPA fella 
said, "Wipin 'em clean, huh?" I could tell Rudy took a quick dislike to him. No matter. He 
shook the fella's hand and listened while he explained about how the government sent him 
down to Nasgut to "collect for preservation the classic tales of the Appalachian folklore 
tradition; tales grandfathers handed down from generation to generation since the begin­
ning of this great continent." It won't like the WPA fella was talkin to just Rudy, though. 
We were all listenin. 
Rudy said he didn't mind puttin his stories into the recordin machine the WPA fella had. 
Back then, though, I figured a fella wouldn't give away parts of himself without a fight. I 
remember how somebody'd practically have to cut my hand off to take my ginger snaps. 
But I guess Rudy just loved to tell folks the stories he made up. Too bad the WPA fella 
didn't know he won't gettin the real thing. . 
The gang, they sorta shied off from the WPA fella 'cause he was city folk and all-wearin 
those baggy pants and pointy shoes. They all looked sorta worried about Rudy-lettin 
some outsider hang around while he was tellin his stories! Old Rudy though, he knew how 
to poke fun at such things. He swept his arms in a wide circle to get everybody gathered 
around, and we all closed in kinda cautious like around the WPA fella. 
"This fella's from up North," Rudy said. "He's gonna write down these country 




Rudy h d the floor. I think that wink he gave after that big word's what done it. He could 
handle thing real smart. Anyway, Rudy started in on the first story he'd be tell in with the 
WPA f II around. I remember him winkin again at the gang and them all lean in forward a 
littl mor than u u I in their chairs. 
"M t I me once how funny I'd been born," Rudy began. "Course, I was so little then, 
ouldn't r m mb r it. But I always believe Ma, and the story she tole explai ns a lot of 
thin . My Maw r I ri hteous, too, not the church kind, the truthful kind. Fi ne as frog 
h ir, th t worn n. 
rly spring day Ma and Pa were feverish ta get outta the cabin from bei n cooped 
up II wint r-Ma heavy with me and Pa worryin about it. So they broke out into the 
wood urroundin the cabin, figurin ta camp out a spell. Them woods musta looked mighty 
pretty. Th snow thawin and trees sproutin leaf buds makes everything smell reborn . 
''Wh n I was grown, went back there just as spring was settlin in. I wanted ta see how it 
musta been. There was this clear, bubblin stream runnin through this clearin and the water 
was ripplin through the rocks settin close ta the edge of the bank. The trees-maples and 
oaks-just reached real high, like they were playin with the clouds. They towered over ya 
like giants but gave all the shade a body could want. The air was real fresh and fil led with 
birds chirpin songs. And not another soul ta bother with." 
Rudy stopped a few seconds in his story to see what kinda reaction he was gettin from 
the fella -watchin us all blink and try ta let him take us into those woods w here he was 
born. That WPA fella looked too stubborn to go into the woods. Rudy ignored him and just 
took an old wrinkled pack of Camels from somewhere in his britches and tapped one out. 
He did thi real slow to let the tension grow. I know mine did. He sure had a strange 
·power over a fella, and I was just a kid. Then he found a wooden match and he chipped 
the light blue tip with his thumbnail. He lit up his cig and everybody hunched forward with 
their eyes real wide. Everybody except that WPA fella who just fiddled some more with his 
dial and pointed at Rudy for him to get started again. 
"Well," he said, "ta get back ta my Ma and Pa. They're just regular folk like you and me, 
'ceptin they were terrible poor. Ma says they couldn't afford but one skillet between 'em, 
and ston d small critters when they were out in the woods and shish kebabed 'em over a 
big fire. She tole me they couldn't even afford no doctor when she started getti n pains with 
me kickin in her stomach. Says I was the first young 'un barned ta her. She didn't know 
what ta xpect, but didn't think it mattered one way or another that I might come out while 
th y w r njoyi n the outdoors. 
" he pain started gettin real bad when nighttime rolled around, and Pa was gettin real 
pooky and scared about what ta do. Ma says he started actin like a school boy. Well, Pa 
laid Ma in a soft place and lifted her skirt and helped her off with her underthings. Then he 
took a blanket and put it, real easy tike, over her big belly and legs. 
"When Pa'd seen to it that Ma was layin ri ght ta the side of the fire so's ta keep warm and 
be able ta see if I chanced ta come out, he w ent out ta gather some more firewood. Reckon 
he couldn't find his way back, paths and thi ngs lookin different after the w inter freeze and 
all. Ma 1aited a time, then decided the time for waitin was over. I was peekin through the 
rabbit patch, o ta speak. 
"Ma, she just lays back and shoves and shoves tryin ta get me out. Then she notices this 
dark figure comin outta the woods. She thought it was Pa comin back with tree bark and 
twigs for the fire that was peterin out, but it won't him. She was so busy push in on me that 
she couldn't be bothered even if it was Pa comin back. 
"That figure just up and walked over ta Ma and looked at her with big wondrous eyes. It 
was only an overgrown cub bear lost its way is what she said. Well, this cub just stoops 
down and lifts a corner of the blanket with his clumsy paw, you know, like he's assessin 
the situation. Ma says that cub looked so innocent and playful , she just couldn't be scared 
of it. She just started ta pushin and heavin all the more and that young cub, he just put his 
paws in real curious like and poked around a little. Ma says she could feel me comin out 
then, stretchin her somethin fierce. The cub just put his hairy paws around my little head 
and pulled r al careful ta assist me comin inta the world. Ma says as soon as I'd squirted 
out, the fire just blazed real high all of th sudden and gave her a good look at the furry 
doctor. 
" Ma says that cub just used one of his paw nails and whipped the cord in half and cra­
d~ed me in his arms. Then the cub laid me beside Ma and ambled off back inta the woods. 
"Pa came stroll in inta the clearin about then, carryin an armload of wood, and Ma says I 
just started wailin some as if ta tell Pa ta come and take a gander at me. I was so new I 
squeaked. Ma said Pa dropped the firewood on his toes and jumped about real nervous 
like. Won't no need ta be nervous. I was alright and Ma seemed cheerful enough. Pa finally 
grinned wide and seemed happy, too. Ma never told Pa what happened, but she tole me 
'cause she figured I had a right ta know how I was brought inta the world . Said the reason I 
had such red hair was that red hot fire that flared when I was born." 
Well , when Rudy finished his tate the fellas just sat around with their mouths hangin 
open. That WPA fella just had a stupid smile on his face while he mumbled into his 
machine somethin about an " animal moteef." I didn ' t much feel there should've been 
someone around to spoil everybody's mood. 
Then old Rudy, he tried bein funny, sayin he was really born in a clean hospital like most 
other babies. Well , didn't nobody believe that at all-€xcept that dumb WPA fella who 
couldn't see a joke if it ran across his glasses. Old Rudy was just funnin when he said that 
about the hospital. ' Sides, bein born in a hospital ain't no kinda story. 
Everybody got tired of the WPA fella quick. He'd come into Harry' s Place slappin backs 
that'd echo til he left. He'd set his recordin machine on a tall stool and prop up the 
microphone-he'd be off somewhere else. Mostly he let Harry top his beer mug and then 
stagger to our circle, and nobody'd talk to him there either. So, after about a month listenin 
to Rudy's stories, the WPA fella seemed to get his fill and he up and left. 
After the WPA'd been away a spell, Rudy got a book through the mail at Harry's Place. 
Rudy opened the book with everybody sittin around real curious like. He read: " Rudy 
Johnson is a national treasure. His stories have roots traceable to the oldest Celtic tradition, 
representative of the larger body of Appalachian folklore. " 
After readin this, Rudy started readin one of the stories he'd told when the WPA fella'd 
been down, but everybody started yellin, " Tell us a new one, Rudy. We don't wanna hear 





Time and the river 
Old r brother and sister 
each from truths womb 
Time beckons the river 
to where it discovers its tide 
Philip R. Engle 
Progress 
Beside the highway 
clutches of cattails 
point and wave 
as silver wings 
make gray arches 
across the sky. 
Barbara L. Rhoads 
Shelter 
She lived 
just under the surface 
fixed to Iily pads 
that dipped and spun, 
allowing her to see 
splashes of color 
in a much tempered light; 
he lived long and well 
caught up in knowing 
exactly what it was 
she wanted, 
but wanting 
all the ame. 




The Pigeon Lady 
comes to Friend's Park 
disguised as generosity. 
Her hands feed and seed 
the pigeons until 
a quieting air descends 
around her and the 
birds cannot see. 
As they eat from 
her proffered hand 
she reaches into 
the unsuspecting center 
and prisons a bird 
in her five-fingered cage. 
Al I the park's eyes 
are startled as she 
does her methodical work 
close to her heart. 
She comforts my suspicious 
nature with an assuring smile. 
Her task done, she sighs 
and lets the bird take 
to the air again. 
Herbert Woodward Martin 
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Zen Incarnation 
If I drink 
more coffee, 
I'll jump through the ceiling. 
I've already got my shins pinned, 
my ankles stapled 
for moral support. 
The bad bugs 
in the kitchen are hungover 
from last night at the club. 
My coffee 
drink was wearing a parasol. 
This inspires me 
to migrate to the Orient, 
masquerade as a bamboo shoot. 
When some coolie has at me 
w/ a scythe, 
I may whack back. 
I'm like that 




Megatrends Traces Changes Transforming American Society 
Megatrends: Ten New Directions Transforming Our Lives. 
John Naisbitt, Warner Books, 1982, 290 pp, $15.50. 
Except for a few declarations of the obvious (i.e., ''as a society we have been moving 
from the old to the new"), this book is a well-written social scenario about the changes in 
American society, change in the way we live, work and think. 
Thought-provoking and insightful, Naisbitt has furnished the results of extensive social 
research and informed observation. Naisbitt writes: " This book is about ten major trans­
formations taking place right now in our society." The foremost is the shift from a labor/ 
manufacturing based economy to an information-based economy. Quoting business ex­
pert Peter Drucker, Naisbitt adds, "The productivity of knowledge has already become the 
key to productivity, competitive strength and economic achievement. Knowledge has al­
ready become primary industry ..." Naisbitt then adds that in the old order of industrial 
society, man is pitted against "fabricated nature;" while " in an information society-the 
game is interacting with other people." 
Interactive communication is growing and sharpening. We are becoming such a "liter­
acy intensive" society that we need basic reading and writing skills more than ever before, 
yet the quality of these skills on the whole is declining. The idea of an "information soci­
ety" is not a new one, but Naisbitt treats it with reverence. This concept underlies all other 
"megatrends." 
· How does this affect us? For one thing, fewer jobs are going to be available in the man­
ufacturing sector. Naisbitt points out that "of the 19 mil Iion new jobs created in the United 
States during the 1970s ... only 5 percent were in manufacturing and only 11 percent in 
the goods-producing sector as a whole." He also says Marx has become obsolete ... in an 
information economy, knowledge increases value, not labor. 
Naisbitt refers to the technical shift as "hi-tech" which he parallels with a countershift 
dubbed "hi-touch." He observes that increasing impersonal technology creates a stronger 
need for personal contact, as well as spiritual and moral values. He writes, " we must learn 
to balance the material wonders of technology with the spiritual demands of our human 
nature." This idea characterizes the book as a whole: Naisbitt smartly addresses the 
human condition along with his analysis of social trends. 
The economic transition now occurring on a worldwide level is another of the mega­
trends. Naisbitt says we must get used to living in a world of interdependent communities. 
He points to increasing third-world boom cycles. During the next 1 0 years, he writes, more 
"Japans" will emerge. We will also see more production sharing among companies with 
like interests, a practice prevalent now in the aerospace industry. As risk-sharing produc­
tion agreements are formed with third-world countries, America's contribution will be in­
creasingly in the field of information. 
Among the other megatrends is the shift toward "participatory democracy." The voters 
themselves are becoming more active than ever before. Thus "representative democracy" 
fades into the past as people, not officials, decide on courses of action through majo.rity 
vote, referenda, and initiatives. 
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~aisbitt's observation that "The United States today is undergoing a revival in religious 
~eltef and church attendance" helps round out the book. Naisbitt writes, "in turbulent 
times ~a~y people nee~ structure-not ambiguity-in their lives," and adds that evangeli­
cal chnst1an book publishers "now account for a third of the total domestic commercial 
book sales." In fact, it's a sore spot among evangelical publishers whose books outsell 
those on the "bestseller" lists without recognition. 
By comparison, Megatrends will prove to be far more useful and informative to most of 
us than Al~in Toffler's book published earlier, The Third Wave. Toffler's composition was a 
too consciously orchestrated view of history fused with a grandiose scenario which re­
su_lted in an unsurprisingly drab, leftist commentary on things in general. A very ambitious 
failure, Wave can now be purchased in hardcover form on discount book tables for under 
$3. Megatrends, on the other hand, focuses on specific areas in an organized and highly 
rea~~ble format. The material is not treated with a conspicuous bias, but from a neutral 
po~rt1on the facts are offered for the reader's own judgment. This is a genuine rarity. Most 
writers cannot help slanting issues to their personal liking, but here is a book in which the 
content spills out in almost raw form, ready for the interpretation of the reader. 
. Megatrends offers a balanced and unsensational treatment of today's social currents. It is 
highly recommended to everyone, and I would think that business oriented individuals 
would find it especially intriguing. 
D. Michael Sullivan 
Eileen Sullivan 
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In Memorium: R. Buckminster Fuller 
1895-1983 
Bite your tongue. 
Get a cinder in your eye. 
When you feel good 
You feel nothing. 
from I Seem To Be A Verb 
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